
 
 

 
WITH CANDY SAVING TIME IS POSSIBLE. DAILY 
 
In our busy lives, the most precious thing is time. This is why our Candy range is designed around this 
concept: quick and efficient daily washing cycles to help save time and so that you can be dedicated to 
the things you love most - improving the quality of life.  
 
 
 
CANDY SMART                                 CANDY GRANDO’VITA        CANDY BIANCA 

                                          
 
 
GET ALL THAT YOU WANT TO KNOW ABOUT YOUR MACHINE… IT’S SMART!  
Get smart videos to find out all that you want to know about your machine, 
available on the simply-Fi app.  
 

 
EVERYTHING EASY AND MISTAKE PROOF WITH YOUR SMART ASSISTANT: 
Get tips for Smart Usage, or the Smart Check-up and statistics on your machine 
cycles - get the perfect cycle with your Smart machine. Get the perfect solution 
in the smartest, easiest, and most convenient way. 

 
 
EASY IRON: 
Steam action that reduces creases of laundry by 80%. The result is a strong 
reduction of the time needed to iron your garments. The steam function acts 
on wet garments only by relaxing the wrinkles and reducing ironing time. Each 
program has been studied to ensure maximum cleaning efficiency.  
 
MIX POWER SYSTEM – THE RESULT:  

4 very rapid cycles for every need. An innovative washing system that pre-
mixtures water and detergent via a high-pressure jet sprays the mixture directly 
into the garments. The high-pressure jet facilitates the penetration of washing 
solution within the tissues, removing dirt to the fibre funded to guarantee the 
best wash performance. 
 

MAXIMUIM COMFORT: 
Candy Exclusive 13KG Front loading Washing Machine now available at Makro.  
The Most Comfortable Way to load your Laundry! 
 

 
 

DISCOVER THE RANGE 



Bianca is capable of washing every fabric, in every program, in less than 1 hour, with perfect 
results. No other washing machine can match this! 
With the ZOOM function, the exclusive Mix Power Jet+ System injects pure detergent 
directly into the laundry, activating the detergent power and guaranteeing an A class 
washing result. 
 

The most useful programs and the most used options, all available in your own 
language and at your fingertips. 
Thanks to the unique SMART RING interface, you can activate the 8 most 
common weekly used cycles, and the 4 most useful options. The simply-Fi app 
allows you to obtain more than 700 different combinations as well. 
 
 

Additional programs and options (700+), remote control, energy saving management, 
advanced check-up, and auto maintenance. What else should Bianca do to prove she is the 
smartest washing machine you have ever seen? Thanks to the Simply-Fi App you can have 
and easily use many additional features through smartphone or tablet. 
 

Ask Bianca to start a program and she will start it and warn you when it is 
completed. Ask Bianca for washing advice and she will answer. 
Thanks to the Simply-Fi App you will have the opportunity to control the 
machine even without any touch, just talking. Bianca will learn and adapt to 
your specific needs, surprising you are solving your problems. 
 
 
 


